
COMFRC Industry Day 24 MAY 2022 - Questions From Break-Out Rooms 

 

DIGITAL - Jennifer Blake 

Questions from Industry: 

1. What are the issues you are hearing from the FRCs? FRCs find it hard to get Wi-Fi functioning, they are not 

happy with the network, they would like an operational infrastructure where they can have sandboxes 

 

2. Are you looking to control more of your IT? Potentially, they’ve started putting together a plan. They still need 

buy-in 

3. Integration of digital engineering or model-based systems engineering (MBSE), what is the vision?  

 

4. Is there a plan to integrate the disparate TeamsCentres? 

 

5. How long have you been looking to implement electronics work order and what is the best way to engage in the 

conversation? Maggie said you can start with her as the (PCO) 

 

6. Modernizing applications, can you talk about those initiatives? Jennifer has been working with the Logistics 

Commodity Line Managers to understand the requirements 

 

7. In regards to providing better network capabilities and capturing requirements from the Depots. How can you 

move forward if you don’t have the knowledge of what’s available? Jennifer said the depots are working with 

her and THEY have the knowledge of what’s available. 

 

8. Is there a desire for a COMFRC Enterprise Operations to capture requirements across FRCs?  

Jennifer said Leadership is working together to understand how that will operate.  

 

9. Upcoming work for PEO-MLB or PEO-CS? PEO-MLB released an RFI (with 2 actions) on sam.gov there was a lot of 

info provided so it was broken into two pieces, one on Seaport LOG-IT PI with the second moving forward as a 

MAC. PEO-CS will now come out as a Seaport TO  

 

10. Steve – can you talk about Cyber as a Priority? Ms. Jen Copsey works for Ms. Blake and specializes in that area. 

FRCs going through CCRI at this time. 

 

11. Who is the lead for LOG-IT?  Jennifer is the point for COMFRC, Kelvin Carson for PEO-CS 

 

12. Do you have a chief engineer dedicated to you? Jennifer is currently leveraging resources at the sites. Jennifer’s 

focus: ensuring we can get the digital shop floor started 

 

13. Are you going to issue a separate WO for MRO? Jennifer does not know 

 

14. What can industry folks to support post Industry Day? Responding to the RFIs with the capability statements. 

Procurement is using the feedback from industry to the RFIs to make changes to what they believe are their 

requirements based on the knowledge that they have today.  

 

15. Are there plans in the works for AVPLM improvement? VMware would love to have the conversation regarding a 

better way of doing this.  



Jennifer: As we move forward we are going to need to show ROI and progress, they have folks on board working 

on that 

 

16. Flank Speed, what do you think? Jennifer: artisans do not need FS, concerned from a cost perspective we will 

potentially roll out to a lot of folks that don’t need it. Recommend coming at it bottom up and develop 

appropriate use cases  

 

17. Do you think we need to improve the IT with the artisans?  

Jennifer: the dream is the digital shop floor. All of our parts and pieces come from DLA we do not have our own 

inventory 

 

18. Where is the TO for digital shop floor?  

Maggie: all over the place and attempting to consolidate 

 

 

SAFETY & COMPLIANCE GROUP 

 

1. 3M Enterprise: Who do we engage at COMFRC to talk about substitute HEXCHROME and CADMIUM? Crystal 

Colley: FST- Fleet support Team 

 

2. 3M Enterprise: When can we set up a meeting with the FST group? 

Crystal Colley: Meeting will be set up actions to be taken by Ms. Crystal Colley. 

 

3. Crystal Colley: Do you have a replacement for CADMUIM? 

3M Enterprise: He will have to go find out. 

 

4. ACI Defense Group: Would you like to have a brief on our company’s capability on HEXCHROME detection and 

removal? 

Crystal Colley: Yes. 

ACI Defense Group: The company will contact you to set up a meeting. 

 

5. 3M Enterprise: How many agency are dealing with HEXCHROME and CADMIUM? 

Crystal Colley: All agencies 

 

6. Crystal Colley: Why did you 3M discontinue the vacuum bag for filtration? We are having issues finding 

replacement for filter bags. 

3M Enterprise: It depends which generation of the products you are looking at. You might need to match up the 

correct sanders with the correct accessories and bags. We can do a sight visit to Jacksonville to do the process 

review. 

 

 



SUPPLY 

1. A company, who does not have a long term repair contract with the government, wants to do a PPP but since 

they are not repair capable and just make new ones they cannot be a PPP partner? No, we issue the solicitation 

and the company provides the proposal. The company can also submit white paper (the concept,  problem or 

identifier you have and what you think your organization could offer to solve it).  

 

2. Explain PPP and the supply. As the depo we fix it. The company whom we are partners with provide supply chain 

and the tech data, along with modifications. 

 

3. How do you manage and share the demand with a partnership? Company would get provided a schedule on 

how many components we would do a quarter. The company would then figure out what was required to fix it 

and how many replacement factors there is.  

 

4. When going through the process with a partnership how is it executed? Are there systems we use? We go 

through DLA and WSS for repairable, consumable. Through PPL the parts are provided and paid through the 

depo. 

 

5. Do we have any PPP with 100% repair?  Jack and Adrienne to find out.  

 

6. What is the best way to give more tech capability with white paper? Reach out the Acquisition Group to give a 

rundown on who you are, you will then become the POC and meet with someone with a meeting time. They 

would ask who would be interested in this (digital, production, etc.), they would bring those people into the 

meeting and connect with other stakeholders interested. 

 


